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Our Partners
We thank our Premier Partners
for their continued support of
the Chamber.
Successful regions require
strong leadership to
encourage investment,
skills, entrepreneurs and
brave decisions – the
elements needed to deliver a
renaissance for Aberdeen City
and Shire.
Be part of something big.

Want to learn more?
Contact
Seona Shand, head of membership
T 01224 343929
E seona.shand@agcc.co.uk
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Money + people
makes the world
go round
AS well as being the title of the
1972 Liza Minnelli number from
a well-known musical, there
are a wide range of views and
interpretations as to what ‘money
makes the world go round’
actually means.
My favourite definition is that money is
an energy form, a catalyst for making
things happen. More of this later.
In the meantime, the delivery of the
renaissance region vision for Northeast Scotland is, of course, heavily
underpinned by cold, hard cash.
The Chamber believes it is the role
of government at all levels to create
the framework, conditions and
impetus that will attract the investors,
entrepreneurs and talented people that
we need to deliver the environment
that we all want to bequeath to future
generations here.
The City Region Deal announcement
saw over half a billion pounds
committed from UK, Scottish and
local government, to key projects
that will drive our regional economy.
Since the announcement was made,
a further £200m+ has been attracted
from private sector investment and
matched-funding from other sources
and it is widely accepted that the
Aberdeen deal is a beacon of best
practice.
In 2016, having secured an Aa2 credit
rating from Moody’s, Aberdeen City
Council issued a £370m investment
bond, the first of its kind by a Scottish
local authority. The fact that this was
over-subscribed, at a time when the
local economy was experiencing a
period of uncertainty, demonstrated a
real vote of confidence from investors
in our future prospects. And as I
write, the proceeds from the issue are
being used to drive vital infrastructure
developments throughout the city.
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Alongside this, businesses continue to
invest in their own people, premises,
equipment and technologies to
ensure this remains one of the most
productive and competitive places in
the UK.
Much of this and more is captured
in the third edition of the Chamber’s
Investment Tracker which was
launched recently at an event for our
valued Premier Partners. You can read
more about this on pages 26-28 but for
me, the most striking fact is the pace
of delivery, with over £1.7bn of projects
completed in the last twelve months.
And this brings me back to energy. We
are known as Europe’s energy capital
but I’m talking about a different kind
here. In last month’s Bulletin, I talked
about people being at the heart of
bringing city centres back to life. This is
also true of regional economies.
Yes, cash is key but only in the hands
of the right people. People with vision,
passion, strong relationships, that can
work in partnership, want to get things
done and won’t take ‘no’ for an answer.
I’m not going to make a song and
dance about it, but I’ve said it before
and I’ll keep doing so. We all have a
role to play in designing and delivering
our future. It’s about taking a collective
approach, bringing the term inclusive
growth to life by creating opportunities,
jobs and wealth for all our communities.

Russell Borthwick
chief executive
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Knowledge transfer
partnership gets a lift
A COLLABORATION between the University of
Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire-based oil and gas
firm Aubin Group has been rated as ‘outstanding’
by Innovate UK, the UK’s Innovation Agency.
The Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP)
focused on developing an underwater lifting
system as a solution to technically challenging
and costly subsea maintenance, commissioning
and decommissioning operations.
The project has taken DeepBuoy, Aubin’s
patented pumpable liquid buoyancy technology,
and incorporated it into an engineered system
that can enable divers and ROV’s to lift and move
objects underwater.
Gathimba Edwards Foundation

Housebuilders join forces in Kenya
TWO North-east house building firms came together to build four
houses in six days for families in Kenya.

The research and development carried out
during the KTP resulted in the launch of the
Aubin Underwater Lifting System at the National
Decommissioning Centre of Excellence, a
partnership between the University and the Oil
and Gas Technology Centre, earlier this year.

As part of a team of 29 volunteers from all over the world, Stewart
Milne Timber Systems and Bancon Homes worked together in the
planning and execution of the Gathimba Edwards Foundation’s (GEF)
annual project.

RGU first for CQI
accreditation

Staff from the companies joined 21 other volunteers from Israel,
Australia, Brazil and the UK in fundraising for the £35,000 land and
building materials costs. They collectively raised more than £43,000
and the additional money will go towards the school fees of the 135
children the charity supports who do not have monthly sponsors.

ROBERT Gordon University (RGU) is the first
university to be accredited by the Chartered
Quality Institute (CQI).

GEF founder Myles Edwards said: “We’re incredibly grateful to the
volunteers from Kenya and abroad for transforming these families
lives. Living in the forest or by the road side is now a thing of the past
thanks to them.
“The next house building trip will be from October 12-25, 2019. There
are a number of ways for companies to get involved including sending
staff to Kenya, fundraising, and sponsorship of materials. Further
information is available at: gathimbaedwardsfoundation.org

M&A

The MSc Quality Management, taught online
by RGU’s Aberdeen Business School, is the first
course to have received accreditation by the CQI,
the chartered professional body dedicated to
quality professionals.
The course is an online degree with multiple
study options, enabling students to undertake
the course without having to take a career break.

The urge
to merge
A corporate merger or acquisition can
have a profound effect on a company’s
growth prospects and long-term
outlook.

Fabrication company invests in digital tech
AN ABERDEEN-based sheet metal fabrication company is using modern digital technology to transform the way it
schedules its growing workload.
James Aiken Engineering Solutions has made a £70,000 investment in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
manufacturing software E-Max to track all aspects of its work from initial enquiries to job resources and completion
dates.
The integrated E-Max software package is the latest development to streamline the way James Aiken operates following
the introduction of new procedures to the office and workshops and an overhaul of the company’s HSEQ management
systems.
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WHETHER done to pre-empt
competition, create synergies and
economies of scale or to dominate a
sector, for most, M&A activity allows
organisations to expand in size and do
so more rapidly than through organic
growth alone.
It is now 130 years since James Milne
founded his accountancy business as a
sole trader in Aberdeen but in the last
decade it has grown significantly by
acquisition.
It moved to its present home in Bon
Accord Square from Union Street in
the early 1950s.
Managing partner Graham Bridgeford
became only the 15th partner to be
appointed when he joined the list in
the 1994 and while it remains with
just four partners, its client base has
expanded considerably since the
decision in 2008 to acquire Cassie &
Co in Inverurie when the owner was
retiring.
The businesses which use James Milne
range from energy and technology
through to retail and agriculture as well
as a broad spectrum of private clients
and, with a similar client base, Cassie
and Co seemed a natural fit.
8.

“That effectively doubled the size of
our business and the next acquisition
was not until September 2016 when
we acquired Alan Howat’s Business
in Banchory,” said Graham. “It was a
decision based on opportunity and
the fact that we tended to have more
clients north and south of Aberdeen
and not so many to the west, so it was
a toe in the water.
“Alan was looking for someone to take
on the business and that is what we
did and retained his one employee
who works out of the Banchory
Business Centre.”
Earlier this year the business made two
acquisitions, Turriff-based Tax U Save
Limited and Williamsons Chartered
Accountants of Banchory.
“The opportunity to acquire
Williamsons was not to be missed
as it consolidates our presence in
Banchory as well as the wider Deeside
area. We retained the four Williamsons
employees and are now looking
at how best to rationalise both our
Banchory operations.”
The firm has no plans for further
acquisitions in the foreseeable future.

“We are now looking for a period of
consolidation to absorb the work from
the acquisitions and to learn about our
new clients’ businesses to make sure
we serve them properly. There is no
point in attracting new clients through
the front door if others are leaving by
the back door.”
James Milne also plans to remain
firmly focused on the North-east.
“We actually do less oil and gas
because many of these companies are
multinational and we don’t have the
expertise to cope with the international
tax implications and have no appetite
to extend beyond this area,” added
Graham.

“There is no point in
attracting new clients
through the front door if
others are leaving by the
back door.”
Graham Bridgeford,
managing partner,
James Milne

“We are an SME business, just like
our clients, and we face the same
problems as they do and very often
the fact that we have been through
similar challenges allows us to help
them.”
Simon Cowie believes that the
confidence which is vital for a buoyant
mergers and acquisitions market
is returning, however, “while some
sunshine is definitely coming it’s not
going to be as bright as it was before.”
Simon launched Infinity Partnership in
2011 and in spite of challenging times
has grown it to 20 staff who moved
into new larger premises in Carden
Place earlier this year.
The business has clients from
Southampton to Shetland and Dubai
to Houston, averages a deal a month
ranging from £100,000 to £100m and
has won numerous awards.
“Although we’re handling a deal
(merger, acquisition and/or
investment) a month, only a couple are
on the scale of what it was like before
the drop in the oil price,” he said.
“We are seeing deals with multipliers
which would previously not have
been considered – three to four times

(EBITDA). Before the slump you might
have been looking at between seven
and nine times.
“Since the downturn that has been
a lack of confidence and a lack of
profitable companies so an almost
perfect storm with nothing happening.
The people with cash are keeping it for
working capital to make sure they can
continue themselves and people are
unwilling to sell because their earnings
are nowhere near what they’ve been
historically. There was a big belief that
when the oil price came back, the
profitability would return and therefore
the value would return but that hasn’t
happened, yet. Signs are there that it is
happening but the floodgates haven’t
opened by any stretch.
“In the corporate finance sector, we’re
seeing growth in companies with
new, innovative products looking for
investment. This is a prequel to M&A
activity, as further down the line these
companies – provided they offer
something of value – will be part of an
M&A deal.”
Although the fortunes of the oil and
gas sector impact on almost every
business he believes some North-east
food and drink companies have the

potential to make M&A headlines in
the future.
“Potential purchasers will be looking
for a strong identity, efficient
production and key distribution
agreements and the scope to take the
product to a larger audience.
“I am raising money for Porter’s, the
Aberdeen gin manufacturer. I raised
£310,000 for the last round and am
probably on track to raise the same
again to help develop their product
for global expansion. The investors
are high net worth individuals – who
tend to have made their money in
the energy sector. Porter’s have
defined themselves very distinctly
and are going after a cocktail market
anywhere in the world. Their USP is
that if the barman offers you a cocktail
and you like it, when you ask what it is,
and he says ‘Porter’s Gin,’ the chances
are when you next buy a bottle it will
be Porter’s Gin.
“Edinburgh Gin is a good example
of a success story. It sold out to Ian
MacLeod Distillers Limited for an
estimated 27 times multiplier of its
EBITDA resulting in an estimated 10
times return in cash to the founders.”
9.
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for award winning service (again)...phone Phil

Final salary
pension
schemes
by Ryan Yule,

financial advisor,
Phil Anderson Financial Services Ltd

We are delighted to announce that our Senior financial planner,
Ryan Yule, was recently named UK Pension Adviser of the Year at
the Finance Monthly Awards for the second year running.
To find out how Ryan and our other
advisors can help you, whether it’s
pensions, investments, mortgages or
protection, please get in touch for a
free initial consultation.

“Would highly recommend using
Phil Anderson Financial Services.
They were very helpful when I
was looking to remortgage and
changing my personal pension
to a better deal.”
Tracy Gibb

THERE are two main types of
private pensions: a defined
contribution (DC) pension, which
is based on how much is paid
in; and a defined benefit (DB)
pension, which is based on your
salary and how long you’ve
worked for your employer.
DC pensions involve you, or your
employer, paying money into a
pension pot that is then put into
investments by the pension provider.
Often referred to as final salary
pension schemes, DB pensions are
always workplace pensions that are
arranged by your employer. Many DB
schemes also have rules that entitle
workers to take a lower level of income
from their pension entitlement in
exchange for a cash lump sum.

According to insurance company
Royal London, six million people with
DB pensions have seen their transfer
values increase dramatically in the past
year, due to continuing low interest
rates.
There are a number of benefits to
transferring a DB pension, such as
the possibility of extra tax-free cash,
a more flexible retirement income
and a potentially easier inheritance,
as funds can be passed on to heirs.
Whilst this option may work for some,
it is important to note that keeping a
DB scheme may be a more sensible
option, as they can offer extremely
valuable inflation protection, the
certainty of an income for life, and
a risk-free income, which does not
depend on the ups and downs of the
stock market.

Current rules state that those who
transfer their DB pensions have
to sell the whole thing, increasing
the element of risk, as this means
that you could be left with a much
smaller pension pot. If you’re eligible
to transfer your DB pension, I highly
recommend speaking with an
independent financial advisor before
making the decision to sell. They
will be able to talk you through the
best options suited to your financial
situation.
The value of your investments can go
down as well as up, so you could get
back less than you invested.

philandersonfinancial.co.uk web | admin@philandersonfinancial.co.uk email
12a Carden Place, Aberdeen, AB10 1UR 01224 330570 office
Phil Anderson Financial Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority
10.
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Stay
focused
THE strategy of diversification
for the North-east economy is
paying dividends but in order to
maximise the potential returns
for the region, we cannot allow
the ongoing political and trade
uncertainties to detract from the
plan, according to Derek Leith,
EY’s Aberdeen office managing
partner and global oil and gas
tax lead.

“We...need to keep telling
the positive stories of what is
happening in the North-east
to build confidence in the
region. It’s essential we ensure
investors and politicians are
hearing the right story.”
Derek Leith,
office managing partner and
global oil and gas lead,
EY, Aberdeen
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This point will be highlighted at
the Chamber’s popular Economy
Breakfast on October 11 when the
audience will also hear that it is likely
to be 2024 before the oil and gas
industry services sector returns to
2015 levels of activity.
Derek said that while the Aberdeen
city region is benefiting from billions of
pounds of investment, including road
and rail infrastructure improvements,
there needs to be continuing focus
on digital infrastructure to improve
productivity across all industries.
It is also important, he said, to focus on
investing in the right skills: “Many jobs
of the future don’t exist yet so how
do we invest now to plug future skills
gaps? Strategic workforce planning is
essential.

“We also need to keep telling the
positive stories of what is happening
in the North-east to build confidence
in the region. It’s essential we ensure
investors and politicians are hearing
the right story.”
With much to be positive above,
looking ahead to next month’s Budget
he said it would be unhelpful if the oil
and gas sector and its supply chain
were subject to changes to the UKCS
tax regime.
“The sector is continuing to show
signs of recovery but this should not
give rise to any tax increase as this
could prove detrimental to the supply
chain and might unnerve investors.
The energy sector has a huge role to
play in the transition to a low carbon
economy and the skills within the oil
and gas sector are highly sought after
and globally exportable.”
In fact, a recent EY survey placed
Aberdeen eighth in the UK for foreign
direct investment with the oil and gas
sector accounting for just over a third
of FDI projects (36%) in 2017, with five
different sectors responsible for the
remainder.

Carl Paraskevas, senior international
macro economist at Lloyds Bank, a
speaker at the forthcoming breakfast,
believes sentiment has definitely
improved as the oil price has risen
but he too will stress the need for
diversification.

“It is a mixed story in terms of the
degree of time it will take to get back
to 2015 levels. We probably won’t
be there for the general services
sector until about 2024 and that also
depends on the segments companies
are in and their exportability.

“Since we have been above $50
a barrel we have really started to
see investment come back into the
marketplace for upstream and that’s
becoming even more evident this
year. We are seeing further investment
projects being approved so it’s a lot
more positive than it has been over the
last three years.

Obviously, there is the issue of
declining production but globally
there is certainly room for offshore
activity but also onshore activity. Shale
is going to be a part of the services
business and a good place to be in
the long-term is more likely to be well
services and commodities, subsea and
marine maintenance and operations
activity.

“I think in pure project numbers it
looks more positive and the other
good thing about the project numbers
is they are not reliant on an $80 dollar
barrel oil price.”
He said some were viable at $60 a
barrel or even below and several had
been uneconomic before the dramatic
cost cutting which the industry has
implemented.
For the service sector, which makes up
the majority of employers in Northeast Scotland, it didn’t necessarily
mean good news.

“I think drilling contractors and
EPCI (Engineering Procurement
Construction Installation) will come

“The energy sector has a huge
role to play in the transition
to a low carbon economy and
the skills within the oil and gas
sector are highly sought after
and globally exportable.”

under pressure in terms of pricing
and market size so there will be split
fortunes between the segments within
the services element.”
He said there were also numerous
macro factors which could impact
the sector including Trump’s trade
decisions, Chinese tariffs increasing
and the impact of Brexit in terms of
people and products, particularly for
the natural gas sector.
“Oil prices are higher, which is a
positive, but what is going to happen
to oil demand in the long term with
things like renewables and electric
vehicles? Aberdeen does need to
change and diversify over time, just
like Saudi Arabia which is looking to
navigate away from natural resources.
“Aberdeen needs to stay on that path
because once you get past 2030 the
future of fossil fuels becomes a lot
more questionable as will the strength
of the basins.”
He said it was important to grab the
opportunity to maximise the recovery
of oil and gas from the North Sea while
diversifying the economy.
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Does money really make
the world go round?
“I think that on a simplistic level it does seem that money makes the world go
round but if you look a little deeper it is how people spend their money and enjoy
the world they live in which is more important. It is the experiences they have
with their family and friends in terms of food and drink, the places they visit and
the things they do which really makes the world go round.
I have lived in Aberdeenshire for 22 years and there has been a massive
improvement in the variety of things which people can do and experience in this
area. Just look at Union Square in the city centre and at Macduff Aquarium and
Peterhead Prison Museum. We have a whole world of farm shops and delis and
small independents. Premium food and drink brands have popped up which
encourage people to spend their money within the local economy. As a result of
that money remaining in local businesses the area continually improves. So, when
you scratch beneath the surface and see the impact that money being spent
locally can have, then I think that’s what really makes the world go round, rather
than the money itself.”

Building the
foundations
for future
value
by Adam Maitland,

managing director, advisory,
Hutcheon Mearns

Nick Smalley, founder and director, The Teasmith Spirit Company

“It was 1972 when the musical Cabaret told us that ‘Money makes the world
go around.’ In 1972 Richard Nixon was US President and still to face calls to be
impeached for the Watergate Scandal. In 2018 with President Trump facing
similar calls his defence has not been to protest his innocence but to create
fear of the monetary consequences, warning in a TV interview that ‘if I ever get
impeached, I think the market would crash. I think everybody would be very
poor’. So, what’s more important in 2018 - money, fear of not having money, or
doing the right thing?
What is not up for debate is that money is important and the absence of money
creates numerous problems for individuals, families, businesses and economies.
But if money is now more important than truth and consequences, values, family,
good health, and treating people properly then stop the world, I want to get off.”
Alex Drummond, managing director, Drummond Finance

“Everyone knows that a certain amount of money is personally required to have a
roof over your head, food on the table and petrol in your car and that a little extra
for holidays and luxuries is a nice-to-have. To enable us to offer our free services
to babies, children and young people with complex disabilities and life-limiting
conditions in the North-east, we rely on the generosity and financial support of
our fundraisers, donors and corporate supporters.
Just £10 enables a child with complex disabilities and life-limiting conditions to
attend one of our activity clubs, whether that funds a trip to the beach, which
many wheel-chair bound children have never had the experience of, or our fullyfunded annual family trip to Kielder Forest park, which may be the only annual
family holiday they will have. For the Charlie House team and the families we
support, the money that comes into the charity really does make the world go
round.”
Susan Crighton, director of fundraising, Charlie House
14.

THERE is no doubt that the
North-east of Scotland has
witnessed one of the most
sustained and challenging
economic periods in recent
history. The oil sector downturn,
and subsequent impact on the
wider local economy, has been
notable and only recently have
we witnessed a glimmer of
positivity as markets stabilise.
We are therefore beginning to see
business owners emerge from the
inevitable survival period, reassess
their strategies and reposition for
growth. So as the highly clichéd ‘green
shoots’ begin to sprout, where are
the key areas that business owners
need to focus to rebuild and maximise
longer term shareholder value?
As always, cash is king. Following the
downturn, company balance sheets
have seen an inevitable erosion of
value. Market activity increases are
clearly positive but there is also the
potential for working capital strains
that can create real stress and cash
flow implications for any business.
Funding growth, therefore, needs to
be high on the priority list for business
owners. Growth funding options are
perhaps less simple.

We are seeing an increasing number
of companies turning to more tailored
banking solutions to allow for a scale
up of operations. In particular, invoice
discounting can offer an immediate
solution for companies with a robust,
well supported, debtor book. Not all
companies can benefit from these
facilities however, with other options
ranging from asset backed funding
to supplier invoicing products; or a
blended solution tailored to specific
company operations.

2. Market outlook

Longer term, there is a noted increase
in company owners assessing exit
options to crystalise shareholder value.
The route to value realisation and
maximisation takes careful planning
and preparation. Recently we have
seen growth in our clients looking
for assistance in building bespoke
business optimisation strategies,
focusing on three key areas to deliver
incremental growth:

The above all feeds into the longer
term exit routes for any business. Exit
value, buyer population (ranging from
private equity to trade buyers, or both)
and transaction deliverability will be
predicated on the underlying financial
position of the business and longer
term proposition. There may be areas
in a business that require adaptation
to fit to buyer strategies and maximise
shareholder value on a sale and it is
important to prepare early for any sale
process.

1. Financial footing
Following a period of continued
cost cutting, careful consideration
is needed to balance the benefits
and risks of further, potentially more
material, cost cutting measures. This is
a difficult assessment as there may be
specific timing or investor pressures.
What is important is to assess any
initiatives against the current corporate
strategy – making the right cuts in the
right areas in a considered, appropriate
manner.

Understanding the addressable
market is always critical. Following
the downturn, there may have been
a fundamental shift in demand
drivers and geographic activity. The
market outlook should be assessed
alongside wider financial plans to tailor
investment decisions and allow for
more focused operational decision
making.
3. Exit routes

The local economy is at a turning point
and there is a significant opportunity
for businesses to reshape for growth
and enhance long-term shareholder
value. The market challenges are
perhaps not completely over but
with the right planning and advice
this could be the start of an exciting
growth phase for local businesses.

15.
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£1m investment and new
jobs for Hiretech

Fourth developer to build
homes at Countesswells
FOLLOWING submission of a joint planning application with
CHAP Homes, Countesswells Development Limited has
secured consent to construct 85 residential units and three
retail units on a 3.85-acre plot within Countesswells as part
of the approved masterplan for the new community.
CHAP Homes is now the fourth developer to build homes
at Countesswells alongside Stewart Milne Homes, Kirkwood
Homes and Barratt Homes. CHAP Homes will build 30 new
homes, of varying sizes and styles, for sale with Stewart
Milne Homes developing the remaining units and retail
space which will see an increase in the number of retail
spaces that will become available for let to seven units
across the new community.

Learn about hydrogen
opportunities

Building
momentum
during periods
of change
by Derek Provan,

chief executive officer,
AGS Airports Limited

HYDROGEN presents an exciting opportunity to achieve
the global energy transition to a low carbon economy. With
its history of innovation and technology development for
the oil and gas industry, Scotland could be at the forefront
of this transition creating new opportunities and generating
employment.
Hiretech engineering manager John Milne with new
Zone 2 well service pump

EQUIPMENT rental specialist Hiretech Limited is investing
more than £1m in additional equipment this year to meet
industry demand.
The firm has experienced a dramatic upturn in business
since mid-2017. John Milne, engineering manager said:
“There are some great opportunities in the market at the
moment as the industry plays catch up for lower investment
levels through the downturn. Additions made to our rental
fleet over the last three years are reaping rewards now.”
Hiretech has also recently entered the offshore personnel
supply market, offering personnel to operate the range of
rental equipment it has available. Six new jobs have been
created at the company’s base at Fintray near Dyce, with
another four jobs expected to be created before the year
end.

Pale Blue Dot Energy and ERM are to co-host a oneday conference to explore the vision and opportunity
for hydrogen as well as its production and applications.
It is being organised in partnership with Aberdeen City
Council, H2 Aberdeen, Interreg North Sea Region HyTrEc2,
Opportunity North East and Scottish Enterprise and will
take place on the October 9, at the Hilton Treetops Hotel,
Aberdeen.

Council vehicles fitted with
telematics
FLEET vehicles used across Aberdeenshire Council are
being installed with telematics to help save money and
benefit the environment.
The system is web-based, using GPS satellite positioning
data and the mobile data network.
Following the successful use of such systems in other
large organisations, including councils, it is also intended to
promote safe and efficient driving and working practices.
It can help protect lone workers, reduce vehicle running
costs and help to quickly ascertain the facts of any accident
or incident.
It is hoped it may even allow the reduction of the council’s
fleet in future, through the improved use of vehicles, which
would also mean significant savings.
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AT THE time of writing, it’s been
100 days since we welcomed
passengers through the most
significant upgrade in our
airport’s 84-year history.
It would be easy to pause and reflect
but we’re not stopping there. We
made the decision to upgrade during a
downturn and we’re seeing passengers
return as confidence within the area
swells once more.
Failure to adapt to market conditions
equals slow business development and
stalls progess. Although this equation
sounds like a cliché ripped from a
business ‘how to’ manual, we’re truly
improving our airport for the good for
our passengers.
If you’ve travelled with us during the
last three months you will have noticed
things look more than a little different.
Our terminal transformation project is
part of our three-year improvement
plan that will deliver some impactful
results and, when completed in
autumn 2019, it will have delivered
a 50% increase in the size of the
terminal.

The investment is significant and will
hugely improve the airport experience.
Since the grand unveiling of our
new security search area and vastly
improved retail offering, our guests
have warmly welcomed the changes.
Long may this continue.
No sooner had we cut the ribbon
than we immediately entered the next
stage of development. This final phase
involves extensive reconfiguration
to the rest of the departure lounge,
increased floor space and the
introduction of new retail and catering
outlets. We are aiming to have our
completed terminal ready for the
bi-annual influx of regular visitors
to Offshore Europe 2019 so we
can truly showcase our significant
improvements to the energy world.
We see the airport as a lynchpin in
the overall development of the region.
There is tangible excitement and
positivity around the huge projects
currently underway.
In particular, we’re excited about the
new opportunities the AWPR could
bring for us. We’re looking to attract
new passengers from both north and
south of the city who perhaps may not
have considered flying from Aberdeen
for various reasons.

Route development is key to our
future. If we can evidence to airlines
that the AWPR is allowing more
people to come to this airport, rather
than travel to other airports because
of ease of access, it will definitely
strengthen the business case for new
airlines to operate here.
This is why it’s never been more
important to keep momentum going.
As our region recovers and begins
to thrive again, global connectivity
has never been more important. The
airport continues to operate in what is
a challenging market which is why it is
important there is immediate action on
Air Passenger Duty (APD) which is a
very real barrier to growth.
It’s pleasing to see increased flight
rotations to business locations like Oslo
and Bristol and encouraging that our
leisure routes will be returning for the
summer season next year.
The coming months present a period
of exciting and bold change, not only
here at the airport, but across our
resilient and enterprising region.
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VAT-registered
businesses
face biggest
tax change
in years

You do the business,
we’ll do the books.
At TaxAssist Accountants, our en�re focus is providing accountancy services
to small businesses and self-employed individuals who need the right
service at the right price.
We oﬀer a free, no obliga�on mee�ng to discuss your requirements, during which you will be
provided with a made to measure solu�on and a quote for a fair and ﬁxed fee. In addi�on to
reviewing the tax savings available to you to ensure you only pay as much tax as you have to,
we can also review your accountancy fees to ﬁnd out if you are truly receiving value for money.
To arrange your free mee�ng contact us today on 01224 637 100, visit us online or visit us at
our Aberdeen and Banchory based shops:

Aberdeen 01224 637100 92 Rosemount Place, AB25 2XN

www.taxassist.co.uk/aberdeen

Banchory 01330 700580 59 High Street, AB31 5TJ www.taxassist.co.uk/banchory

by Steven Mearns,

managing director, TaxAssist Accountants
Aberdeen and Banchory

THE way VAT-registered
businesses above the current
£85,000 VAT turnover threshold
maintain their financial records
and submit their returns will be
undergoing a major change
next year.
The reason for this is the introduction
of HM Revenue & Customs’ Making Tax
Digital for Business project, which is
set to give the tax payment system its
biggest shake-up in decades.
Since 2010, VAT-registered businesses
have had to file their VAT returns
online. They have been able to do
this using bookkeeping software or
by logging on to the Government
Gateway and manually inputting their
figures.
However from April 2019, when
Making Tax Digital for VAT is
introduced, affected businesses will no
longer be able to use the Government
Gateway website. Instead, they will
have to submit their VAT returns via
Making Tax Digital-compliant software.
They will also need to maintain their
records digitally.

This means hand-written records will
be a thing of the past for businesses
affected by Making Tax Digital.
Someone will have to convert them
to digital records whether that be the
business owners, a member of staff, a
bookkeeper or their accountant.
According to the Office for National
Statistics, there are currently
2.67million businesses that are
either VAT registered or registered
employers (March 2017). Although
99% of VAT returns are submitted
online, only about 13% of those are
submitted via software. The other 87%
of VAT returns are manually entered in
to HMRC’s Government Gateway.

Those taxpayers who are already
familiar with using desktop software
for bookkeeping may have to make
an upgrade to remain Making Tax
Digital-compliant. While this means
an additional cost and inconvenience
initially, the potential benefits of
changing to a more user-friendly and
efficient software will save you
time and money.
At TaxAssist Accountants Aberdeen
& Banchory, we can work with you to
prepare your business for Making Tax
Digital. If you would like us to help you
through these changes then call us
today on 01224 637100.

Many businesses therefore are in the
dark that the way they keep their
financial records and the software they
are currently using will most likely need
to change. HMRC is not intending
to offer free software but instead is
working with commercial software
developers to develop a range of
applications that will help businesses
to keep their records digitally and
integrate with HMRC systems.

TRUSTSCORE 8.8 | 1000+ REVIEWS
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Scarf wins award for fuel poverty programme
AN INNOVATIVE skills development programme
from local social enterprise, Scarf, has been
recognised with a special award for its approach
to tackling fuel poverty in communities across
the North-east of Scotland.
Energy Champions, funded by Scarf in
association with Aberdeenshire Council and
the European Social Fund, helps individuals
who have been out of work for an extended
period of time to start their journey back into
employment by training them as frontline energy
advisors delivering advice sessions in their local
community.

Emma Paterson from Scarf receives a cheque for £1,000
from Steve Crabb (right) of Scottish Gas and North-east
MSP Kevin Stewart

The programme was recognised with a special
runner up award of £1,000 by the judges of
the Energy Impact Awards, organised by
National Energy Action (NEA) and sponsored
by Centrica, owners of Scottish Gas, for its
innovative approach to tackling the scourge of
fuel poverty in some of the most deprived towns
in Aberdeenshire.

Does PRP cause stress for
workers?

Lloyds joins terminal illness
initiative

THE relationship between performance-related pay
(PRP) and stress will be the focus of a major new study by
economists and health psychologists at the University of
Aberdeen.

LLOYDS Banking Group has added its name to a charter
aimed at helping employees living with terminal illnesses.

The three-year project, backed by £469,025 in funding
from the Economic and Social Research Council, will study
whether PRP - prevalent in many jobs including those in the
so-called ‘gig’ economy - has a negative impact on health.
Scientists will undertake a series of experiments as part
of the study, which will include measuring the levels of
cortisol, a stress hormone, released by people engaged in
performance related tasks compared to those who are paid
a salary.

It is the latest employer to sign up to the Dying to Work
Voluntary Charter, following in the footsteps of employers
such as Rolls Royce, Royal Mail and the Co-op.
The Charter is part of the TUC’s wider Dying to Work
campaign which is seeking greater security for employees
living with a terminal illness.

Data analytics £1.5bn impact on production
and maintenance
A JOINT study by the UK oil and gas industry’s technology leadership board, the Oil & Gas Technology Centre and the
Oil and Gas Authority (OGA) has found that adopting data analytics and digital technologies for asset maintenance and
operations could increase production and lower maintenance costs worth £1.5bn annually to the UK Continental Shelf
(UKCS).
The failure of critical equipment offshore, such as gas compression, oil export, power and water injection systems, resulted
in lost production of around 110 million barrels of oil equivalent on the UKCS in 2017.

Firms combine to train apprentices
STEWART Milne Group and W M Donald are
working in partnership to encourage more
apprentices into construction and to give them
relevant, on-site experience.
Stewart Milne Group has recruited six new
apprentices into its homes division in the Northeast of Scotland. This takes the total number
of modern apprenticeships currently with the
award-winning house builder and timber systems
manufacturer to 36.
Civil contractor W M Donald has taken on a
further three apprentices who will be given the
opportunity to gain practical experience on
Stewart Milne Homes’ building sites across the
North-east.
Karen Catto, HR director at Stewart Milne Group,
said: “Latest statistics reveal that one in ten jobs
in Britain is in construction and we simply don’t
have enough skilled people. This growing gap,
exacerbated by the ageing workforce, is holding
back growth and pushing up costs. Demand
for sub-contractors is soaring and the industry
needs to work more collaboratively to attract
young people and then help them develop the
necessary skills to pursue a rewarding career in
construction.”

The 2018 construction apprentice intake

The intake of apprentices will undergo a fouryear programme to gain the skills and experience
required in the construction sector which
includes training on the job as well as at college.

Limousin cross
heifer calf captures
Thainstone’s
Spectacular
FOR a second year running, J Munro & Son has
won the overall championship at the Thainstone
Spectacular.
Jointly sponsored by chartered accountancy
firm Anderson, Anderson and Brown and law
firm Blackadders, the annual show and sale
of exhibition cattle enjoyed a strong trade at
Thainstone Centre, Inverurie on August 24.
The overall champion was an 11-month-old
Limousin cross heifer ‘Baby Shambles’, weighing
495kg, from J Munro & Son, Invercharron Farm,
Ardgay, which achieved the event’s top price of
£4,000.

The study investigated how data from topsides production and operations equipment is currently being used, and can help
sustainably improve production efficiency and maintenance planning, reducing operational costs.
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The
conference
06. 12. 18
Get your business up to speed with 12
bitesize seminars unravelling key trends to
make your business shine in 2019.
It’s simple when you know HOW2.
Discover more at:
www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events
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BUSINESS
TOGETHERNESS
As a Chamber, we’re dedicated
to getting you exactly what you
need to make your business fly.
Whatever your business challenges,
membership uncovers access to a
network with a wealth of expertise
and support to help you achieve your
individual ambitions.
That’s really what business
togetherness is about.
But don’t take our word for it, read
about a new partnership for one
Chamber member which is helping
develop and grow their business.

New collaboration to support the energy sector
HY MARKETING, an independent marketing consultant,
and Cresco Energy are pleased to announce that their
two businesses will be working in strategic alliance
collaboration, as required, to support offshore sector
businesses to explore and enter new regions.

technical and business consultancy solutions in the areas
of digital and advanced analytics and process optimisation
solutions that will solutions enhance efficiency to grow
businesses within operators, service companies, vendors
and contractors in various energy sectors.

Both companies, who continue to work as independent
businesses, were introduced to each other through a
recent networking event hosted by Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce.

Arshia Khatir, Cresco Energy director said: “This strategic
alliance can accelerate both company’s business growth
and develop their scope of end-to-end services in the
energy sector within new international regions.”

The two businesses continue to work as standalone
consultants in their own rights and will also be providing
shared services to future clients, as required. By offering
their combined breadth of business experience they will
able to support SME energy businesses that are looking to
secure new business growth within international markets.

Hy Marketing is an independent marketing consultant,
assisting SME businesses with a range of strategic
marketing skills and support. With over 20 years marketing
experience, of which 12 years from within the energy sector
in senior management positions, Hy Marketing offers
additional marketing resource when it’s required.

Cresco Energy, a specialist engineering and business
consulting firm based in Aberdeen, provides end-to-end
solutions in international know-how transfer, business
and strategy consulting, sales and business development
services, procurement and supply chain services and for
oil and gas and renewable companies. Providing bespoke

Hayley Yule, from Hy Marketing said: “It was opportunistic
that we both attended the same meeting and realised that
our business offerings complemented each other well and
through mutual collaboration we could offer a complete
solution to energy companies.”
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by Allan Gardner,

financial services director at
Aberdein Considine

FOR many of us, it may seem a
long time away but it is never
too early to start thinking about
increasing your retirement
income.
Here are three quick things for you
to consider when planning your
retirement goals.
1) Make sure you have details of all
your pension pots
Locate the pension pots that you may
have forgotten about. The Pension
Advisory Service and the Pension
Tracing Service can help you trace
forgotten pension pots. Remember to
take your state pension into account.
Check your state pension entitlement
to help determine if and how much
you’re likely to receive at state pension
age – and whether you’ll need to top
it up.

2) Consider topping up your pensions
Think about topping up your pension
in the years leading up to your
retirement. That little bit extra could
make the difference. Remember, you
might be eligible to top-up your state
pension too. This could be particularly
beneficial if for any reason your state
entitlement is lower than the maximum
level allowed.
From the age of 55, you can draw your
private pension savings as and when
you need them and still pay into your
pension. You’ll continue to receive tax
relief on your payments up to the age
of 75, although taking benefits flexibly
will limit how much you can put in.
3) Consolidate your pensions
This is sort of related to point one,
but if you have paid into several
different pensions over the years
and find it hard to stay on top of all
the paperwork, you could consider
consolidating your pensions into one
plan. This will also help you to keep
track of your overall retirement sum
and whether or not you’re going to
reach your targets.

Before you switch, it is essential to
obtain professional advice to check
that you don’t have any guarantees
that you’ll lose by moving your savings
to another scheme and that the
charges you pay are not higher in the
new scheme. Not all pension types
can or should be transferred. It is
important that you know and compare
the features and benefits of the plan or
plans you are thinking of transferring.
Finally, planning for retirement can be
a daunting prospect, especially when it
comes to your pension; and the longer
you put it off, the smaller your eventual
income could be.
To ensure you make the most of your
money, an independent financial
adviser like Aberdein Considine
can help you plot your way to the
retirement lifestyle you want.
Aberdein Considine offers
independent financial advices from
nine offices across Aberdeen and
Aberdeenshire

‘

What you do with your pension
is one of the most important
decisions you will ever make.

You can trust Aberdein Considine’s Independent
Financial Advisers to guide you in the right direction.
To book an appointment at your local branch, call
01224 589700 or visit www.acandco.com.

Aberdein Considine is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
The value of investments can fall and you may get back less than you invested.

Personal Financial Planning

I

PROPERTY
LEGAL
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‘

Make the
most of your
retirement
(when it
comes)…

Pensions

I

Investments

I

Long-term Care

we know how
the land lies
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Hywind, the world’s first floating offshore windfarm near Peterhead

Reasons to be
cheerful
ALMOST everywhere you look
in the Aberdeen City Region
there is tangible evidence of the
massive transformation the area
is undergoing.

“It’s one thing speaking
about big numbers and £8bn
or £9bn of investment but
people are now beginning to
see what that means with their
own eyes and it is an exciting
time to be in this region.”
Andrew McCallum, 		
policy and government affairs
advisor at Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce and
managing director of Aspect
Reputation Management

Huge investment is being made to
diversify the North-east economy and
generate growth from sectors other
than energy, although that remains
vital, and the fruits of the investment
are now visible.
The Aberdeen Western Peripheral
Route is almost complete, the scale
of the Aberdeen South Harbour
development is now clear, as is the
European Offshore Wind Deployment
Centre now producing energy in
Aberdeen Bay.
The Music Hall will soon reopen after
its £7m renovation, the Art Gallery
will follow next year after £30m of
investment and the progress in The
Event Complex Aberdeen (TECA),
scheduled for completion next year, is
clear to see.
The Canadian Group Sandman has
demonstrated confidence in the
area by opening its £20m city centre
Signature Hotel and right across the
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North-east from the new Braemar
Gathering Heritage Centre and the Old
Royal Railway Station in Ballater to the
£50m Buchan Gateway Development,
new facilities are springing up.
The scale of investment is revealed
by the latest Aberdeen City & Shire
Investment Tracker from Aberdeen &
Grampian Chamber of Commerce
and EY.
Last year’s publication highlighted
a pipeline of over £8bn of initiatives
due to be realised over the next 10
years. The 2018 Tracker shows £1.7bn
of those projects have already been
completed with many of the headline
activities still under construction due
for completion in 2019 and 2020.
Further investment to the tune of
£8.4bn is now committed across 		
the region.
“We are seeing office facilities created,
infrastructure projects completed, new
retail and leisure offerings opening
and I think that’s really exciting for
people across the region,” said
Andrew McCallum, the Chamber’s
policy and government affairs advisor
and managing director of Aspect
Reputation Management.

Aberdeen Art Gallery and The Point

“It’s one thing speaking about big
numbers and £8bn or £9bn of
investment but people are now
beginning to see what that means with
their own eyes and it is an exciting time
to be in this region.
“The South Harbour Development
is going to create a state-of-the-art
facility which will attract all sorts of
different commercial port business
into the heart of Aberdeenshire. This
includes massive tourism potential with
cruise ships and Aberdeen Harbour
Board chief executive Michelle
Handforth and her team are focusing
on delivering the project on schedule.
However, they are also making sure
that they are building awareness of
Aberdeen Harbour as a state-of-theart destination for businesses to bring
their routes and their business.
“The development was a long time
in the planning and it was a brave
decision during the downturn but it is
now getting to that point where it is
beginning to become a reality.
“Later this year National
Decommissioning Centre, a
partnership between the Oil and Gas
Technology Centre and the University
of Aberdeen, will open in Newburgh.

It will become the global hub for
decommissioning expertise, academic
excellence and thought leadership
which will help us both decommission
effectively and efficiently in the North
Sea but also to export that experience
and expertise.”
He said a major part of the regional
economic strategy is to attract more
tourism and business into the region
and praised the work being done by
VisitAberdeenshire chief executive
Chris Foy and his team.
“TECA is beginning to take shape
and will be a real top-drawer venue
for exhibitions, conferences and gigs
in the heart of the region. We also
need to focus on the regeneration of
the city centre to attract families and
businesses which will be critical if we
are to realise the economic growth
and diversity we are predicting over
the next two or three years.
“We need a diverse offering, so people
want to spend time and have fun in
the city. That is happening with the
investment in the Music Hall and the
Art Gallery but we also need a range
of retail experiences and restaurants to
exploit the potential of this part of the

country by celebrating the food and
drink and agriculture and the things
we do really well.”
The Infrastructure Tracker details
investment which Andrew said would
be the catalyst for other companies
to follow.
Digital connectivity is also essential
if the ambition to significantly diversify
the North-east economy is to be
fulfilled.
“There is some excellent work
being done through the ONE
Digital programme, including the
recently announced partnership with
CodeBase to accelerate the growth of
new and established digital companies
in the North-east,” said Andrew.
“There is also an exciting programme
underway with Cityfibre to extend
the fibre connectivity across the city.
We do need to consider how we take
connectivity out into the rural parts
of the region so the Chamber has
a big policy focus on extending the
reach of 5G connectivity so that rural
communities can share in the digital
revolution and the potential 		
that brings.” 
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The importance
of data migration

The Event Complex Aberdeen
Aberdeen South Harbour

by Don Valentine,
commercial director,
Absoft

He highlighted the importance of an
improved rail network.
“As part of this broader growth and
diversity of the economy, enabling
people to get to and from the region is
very important which is why we were
very pleased to see in the City Region
Deal of two years ago that £200m
would be earmarked to improve rail
connectivity to the central belt.
“It has been frustratingly slow so far
for some of that investment to be
made to cut journey times to provide

“TECA is beginning to take
shape and will be a real
top-drawer venue for
exhibitions, conferences
and gigs in the heart of the
region. We also need to focus
on the regeneration of the
city centre to attract families
and businesses which will
be critical if we are to realise
the economic growth and
diversity we are predicting
over the next two or three
years.”
28.

a better service for anyone wanting to
visit the region. We are working closely
with the rail companies and with the
Scottish Government and others to
expedite this investment and make it a
key part of the plan.”
He said several senior UK and Scottish
government politicians had visited the
area in the last few months.
“They are coming to the North-east
and being impressed and excited by
the regeneration and transformation
of the economy here. There is a lot of
interest, not just in the work is being
done but in the way it is being done.
We are all pulling together and playing
to our strengths and leveraging our
collective expertise to make the
biggest difference.”

“It is already a great place to live, work,
study, visit, invest and do business but
one which isn’t sitting on its laurels
but investing heavily in delivering
the infrastructure, regeneration and
cultural activity to create a truly 21st
century environment, right here, 		
right now.”
Copies of the Tracker are available
from the Chamber or online at
www.agcc.co.uk

Aberdeen
City & Shire
Investment Tracker:
Telling the story of a
renaissance region
Issue 3 - September 2018

Sharing the region’s story is a vital part
of building a bright future.
Investment Tracker 2018 V2.indd 1

Russell Borthwick, Chamber chief
executive, said: “Outsiders know this as
being Europe’s oil capital and with that
knowledge, make assumptions of this
place being industrial and in decline.
Nothing could be further from the
truth but perception is reality so this
report is part of a concerted campaign
by our regional partners to share the
narrative of an already thriving place
with big ambitions for the future.

12/09/2018 09:02:13

MERGERS, acquisitions and
divestitures: nobody takes them
lightly and they’ve played a
huge part in helping businesses
survive the oil downturn. To that
end, their outcomes are subject
to a host of expectations from
all involved.
Despite this, M&As can fail to live up
to those expectations and a common
reason for this is an inadequate
consideration of the data systems
involved and their migration during the
M&A journey.
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
data is the lifeblood of any company.
Binding all aspects of a business from
data management to payroll and
project management, it might seem
obvious that the seamless migration of
systems and data is a vital component
to any successful M&A. And yet…
Should the finding, storing and
migrating of valuable data pre, during
and post M&A activity be neglected,
an ERP system simply cannot be
expected to continue to work or
improve post-merger. The data needs
to be available and intuitive to access.
Very real ramifications of this could
include being unable to process
supplier requests or even being unable
to contact someone within your
own company.

These are business fundamentals and
they are a part of what Absoft refers
to as the ‘day one’ process. In other
words, the ability to hit the ground
running and instantly function as the
new entity. So how do you ensure you
mitigate such obvious issues during an
M&A process, leaving you confident
that you’re ready for business-as-usual
from the word go?
• Ensure that the combined IT services
of both buyer and seller are involved
from the start. By including a highly
comprehensive ERP audit at the
beginning of the due diligence
process, disparate systems and data
sets have time to be standardised,
creating a solid and familiar
foundation from which the ‘new’
company operates.
• Don’t lose anybody. Poor data
migration can lead to lost visibility
and contact with key staff,
stakeholders and clients. Equally,
if two roles merge into one, a
successful data migration will ensure
that information from both original
roles is maintained.

It sounds straightforward but
evidence dictates that the M&A
process frequently fails to include
early consideration of data migration.
We know this because we have been
optimising clients’ M&A activity for
over 25 years, learning lots of lessons
and understanding all potential
scenarios. Whilst our clients are
all expert in their field they’re not
necessarily experts in M&A, let alone
the data migration process required.
By calling us in at the earliest stages of
M&A activity, we’re a constant during
the entire journey from due diligence
to post-go live with our technical and
process support service.
It’s also important to consider another
significant benefit of engaging a third
party; we are not allied to either buyer
or seller, taking a holistic view of the
project, whilst ensuring confidentiality
need never be breached - internally
or externally.

• Make sure the data that’s being
migrated is up to the task. Invoice
generation, paying suppliers,
monitoring and projecting future
cash flow all rely on quality data.
These are the non-negotiable
foundations of any successful
business.
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Acumen Financial Planning directors David Gow (L) Keith Mackie (R)

Leading the way in the
youngest profession:
financial planning
WHILE the usual success stories
synonymous with the North-east
of Scotland tend to be within oil
and gas, manufacturing or food
and drink, local firm Acumen
Financial Planning is setting a
trend in financial services as
one of the top financial planning
firms in the UK.
The journey of Acumen Financial
Planning has been a steady and
successful one, growing the business
organically through client referrals and
most recently with several acquisitions.
The accredited and chartered firm,
now in its 16th year of business, serves
1,300 client families from the Shetland
Isles to London, from offices in
Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Elgin 		
and Peterhead.
Managing director and founder
Sandy Robertson believes the firm
has evolved from a small team to an
established award-winning firm, due to
the calibre and dedication of the team
and the loyalty of their clients.
30.

“Acumen Financial Planning has
a family culture,” he said. “We are
fiercely independent, answerable only
to our clients, our conscience and
to the various professional bodies in
which we have qualifications. We take
our work seriously but do not take
ourselves too seriously so fun and
laughter is never far away.
“Our team of financial planners are
some of the highest qualified in
the UK in the main service areas of
savings and investments; pensions
and retirement planning; tax planning;
trusts and estate planning.”
The firm currently has a team of
44 staff, managed by Sandy and
directors Keith Mackie in Aberdeen
and David Gow in Edinburgh. The
company is continuing to recruit in
Aberdeen and Edinburgh as demand
for services continues to grow from
its own campaigns and initiatives such
as Financial Planning Week run by
the Chartered Institute of Securities &
Investment.

2018 has been an especially busy year
with an office move for the Aberdeen
team to Kingshill Park, Westhill; and
Randolph Crescent for the team in
Edinburgh, providing a welcoming
environment for clients and staff.
These recent developments build on
the foundations already set by the
firm to provide clients with financial
planning of the highest calibre well
into the future as the increased
awareness to have qualified financial
advice continues not only for those
planning their life after work but also
for younger generations.

Supporting families
through all of life’s
performances.
We help clients achieve their full
financial promise, whatever the future
may hold.
•
•
•
•

Savings & Investments
Tax Planning
Pensions & Retirement Planning
Estate Planning

4 Kingshill Park, Venture Drive
Arnhall Business Park
Westhill, ab32 6fl
Tel: 01224 432 227
info@acumenfp.com
acumenfp.com

Acumen Financial Planning is based at
4 Kingshill Park, Venture Drive, Arnhall
Business Park, Westhill AB32 6FL. As
part of Financial Planning Week, from
October 3-10, the team will be hosting
free surgeries, details of which can be
found at www.acumenfp.com
Acumen Financial Planning Limited is authorised & regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. FCA number 218745
Tax planning and tax advice is not regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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Elevator appoints two to Fraserburgh
SOCIAL enterprise Elevator has employed
two specialist advisors to help people in the
Fraserburgh area start new businesses, ahead of
an enterprise centre opening later this year.
The Enterprise Hub, powered by Elevator in
partnership with Aberdeenshire Council, is
currently being built in the refurbished council
chamber and former police station in the town’s
Saltoun Square.
The North Aberdeenshire LEADER programme,
a funding initiative designed to support rural
economic growth, has awarded £149,549 of EU
and Scottish Government funds to the project.
The Enterprise Hub will provide help and support
for local residents thinking about starting or
growing their business.
Pamela Neri (left) and Jennifer Stephen

Bringing French flair to Aberdeen Fresher’s Week
THREE students from the world-class Auguste Escoffier
School of Culinary Arts, located just outside Paris, have
travelled to Aberdeen to take part in an eight week
programme, working in two popular city centre hotels.

DM Hall recruits for
gender parity
DM HALL, one of Scotland’s largest independent
firms of chartered surveyors, has focussed on
gender balance in recruiting nine new graduate
surveyors for nine of its offices throughout
Scotland.
The group, five women and four men, will focus
mainly on residential property surveying with one
dedicated to the commercial property sector.
They include Amelia Rogers in Aberdeen.
DM Hall’s senior partner, John Albiston, said: “We
are a highly progressive professional firm seeking
to move our recruitment policy quite decisively
towards gender parity.
“The nine young people we have hired across
our Scottish offices represent the future of our
profession. It is exciting to be part of their career
journey and gratifying that they trust us with that
responsibility.”

New collaboration for
decommissioning project

The 11 options are being considered as part of a study to
examine transport connectivity to and from the site and
identify appropriate transport infrastructure and connectivity
improvements.
The focus of the study is on the additional transport
infrastructure required to improve connectivity to the site
beyond the initial operation of the harbour in the first few
years. The proposals cover options for roads north of the new
harbour, roads south of new harbour, improve the existing
HGV route, public transport, and active travel.

The scheme has been established in collaboration with the
Auguste Escoffier School of Culinary Arts, The Aberdeen
City and Shire Hotels’ Association (ACSHA), North East
Scotland College and Aberdeen Inspired, with the aim to
build a strong link with the French Institute and create a
student exchange to help inspire future talent.

Stephen Gow, general manager at The Chester Hotel
commented: “The placement of the French students at The
Chester Hotel will give them broad and valuable insights
into the service culture at a high calibre hotel like ours.
First-hand experience in a welcoming Scottish environment
will also be complementary to their professional learning at
Escoffier.”
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Harbour project transport
options unveiled
PLANS have been unveiled for the potential transport
options which could serve the new Aberdeen South Harbour
development.

The students will work in the city centre based Carmelite
Hotel and The Chester Hotel located in Aberdeen’s west
end. Alongside gaining valuable experience in the Scottish
hospitality industry the students will also attend the North
East College Scotland throughout the programme, to work
alongside Aberdeen’s talented future chefs and hospitality
graduates.

The prestigious Auguste Escoffier School already has
established links with other European institutes in Spain,
Germany, Finland and the Czech Republic and hope to
develop their first UK link in the Granite City.

Amelia Rogers

VEOLIA-Peterson Joint Venture, comprising Veolia
ES UK Limited and Peterson UK Limited, has signed
a contract with the offshore heavy lift and pipelay
contractor Allseas for the provision of dismantlement
and disposal services for a major Northern North Sea
decommissioning project.
The strategic partnership’s main scope is for
the disposal of the steel platform’s integrated
accommodation, drilling and production topsides,
which will be removed and delivered by Allseas, as a
single lift weighing around 12,600te. The operations will
commence at Veolia-Peterson’s managed Dales Voe
site in Shetland in 2020, with preparation works at the
site planned to start in 2019.

Aberdeen City Council transportation spokesman councillor
Ross Grant said: “The new harbour extension project is part
of our Regional Economic Strategy for securing the future
economy of the area by encouraging increasing tourist for the
city and wider afield.
“Officers have looked at the various options to ensure good
connectivity to and from the site, while at the same time
examining the advantages and disadvantages of each option
for both residents, people who work in the area and visitors.
“It is therefore important we get feedback from the public, as it
really helps to assess the options put forward.”
The options for the road and consultation are available via the
Aberdeen City Council website.
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A dime a
dozen or an
indispensable
ally?

NuArt >
NuAberdeen?
by Derren McRae,

managing director and city
centre Vanguardee,
CBRE - Aberdeen

by Fraser Porter,

chief executive officer,
Anderson Anderson & Brown Wealth Ltd
BEING totally honest, if anyone
told me three years ago I would
travel over 300 miles to Norway
to see an art festival I would have
questioned their sanity however I
admit NuArt Aberdeen has led to
me catching the street art bug.
Firstly, I must congratulate Aberdeen
Inspired and Aberdeen City Council for
initially convincing and then, with the
help of sponsors, funding the last two
years’ NuArt festivals. I have witnessed
our Granite City transform with a wide
variety of thought provoking, colourful,
street art. Off the back of positive
public reaction, I do hope this will help
our planners embrace and encourage
bold and edgy development across
the city.
I had the good fortune of recently
visiting Stavanger with friends for the
city’s 18th NuArt Festival. Having spent
a long weekend over there, I came
away thinking NuArt is not the only
aspect of Stavanger that could have a
positive impact on our own city centre.
Pedestrian-friendly: the majority of
streets in the heart of their vibrant city
centre are part or fully pedestrianised
with minimal cars or buses. Visitors
therefore enjoy breathing space and
benefit from plentiful lingering areas
to both relax and appreciate their
beautiful buildings. People often look
to bigger cities for inspiration however
here is a city with 50% less population
than Aberdeen that has a bustling,
pedestrian-friendly city centre.
Stavanger has also felt the effects of
the downturn of the energy sector
however as an Aberdeen commercial
property surveyor I was amazed to
only see one vacant retail unit in the
city centre all weekend.
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Outdoor seating: every bar, restaurant
and coffee shop offers outside seating
of some form. It looks to be actively
encouraged, perhaps even insisted on,
by their local council. Imaginative use
of heaters and blankets also ensures all
year-round usage.
Publicly accessible harbour: the
harbour area in the city centre benefits
from being open to the public,
surrounded by bars, restaurants,
museums and galleries. Visitors are
able to walk along the harbour and
sample freshly caught seafood being
served from a collection of small
fishing boats.
Oil museum: Stavanger is home to
Europe’s only dedicated oil museum,
the Norwegian Petroleum Museum.
Following an architect design contest,
a modern interactive museum has
been developed at the harbour.
Designed to look like an oil platform,
the museum charts the history of oil
and gas in Norway and incorporates
exhibition space, a cinema, restaurant,
library and meeting rooms. With the
help of virtual reality, you can even
experience life on an oil platform.
With a number of North Sea oil
rigs set for decommissioning, there
could be potential to bring one
into Aberdeen and convert it into
a museum and event space, giving
future generations an insight into the
industry and life offshore. And for the
more adventurous…. Europe’s only oil
rig hotel?
NuArt has been a breath of fresh
(colourful) air for our city centre.
Perhaps now is the time for Aberdeen
to take further inspiration from our
twin city for the next phase of our city
centre’s regeneration.

FINANCIAL planner, wealth
manager, financial consultant,
financial adviser, IFA, partner
– these are just some of the
common titles used in today’s
financial services profession.
With the wide variety of
individual designations, the large
numbers of firms in the market,
and even the different types
of financial advice available,
one can appreciate that the
task of finding a reliable and
effective financial planner is not
straightforward.

Independent, meaning they are free
to consider the whole marketplace to
select the most suitable solution for
their clients. At AAB Wealth, we are
in the latter category, independent of
all investment and pension providers.
We are proud to boast a team of
chartered financial planners, the
highest professional designation in
the industry, alongside corporate
chartered status, in addition to a wider
pool of expertise and support.

So how does an individual, who has
very likely worked extremely hard and
over many years to accumulate their
wealth, begin to fathom out the signs
of a financial planner they can trust?
What should they be looking for and
what questions should they be asking?

Another crucial question to ask a
potential adviser concerns the typical
nature of their services. Do they offer
true, holistic financial planning? Most
will say they do, but dig deeper, ask
for examples of how they achieve
this. Hopefully it is not a case of them
simply selecting some investment
funds and checking in with the client
once a year, as was often the case in
years gone by.

An important point is to consider
independence and expertise. In
the UK, an adviser can be either
Restricted, advising upon products
from a limited number of providers; or

Professional financial planning should,
and does, account for every aspect of
a client’s circumstances and focuses
on helping clients to achieve their
financial goals and objectives. For

example, communicating clearly how
the nitty-gritty detail of tax planning
and pension allowances will allow them
to fund their children at university, or
to take that once-in-a-lifetime trip they
have often discussed, or to retire at the
age they would like.
The client benefits from a complete
peace of mind that their financial
affairs are well managed, in a robust,
stress-tested plan, that is easy to
understand. Putting a value on such
peace of mind is sometimes difficult,
but at AAB Wealth we believe it far
outweighs the monetary cost of
professional financial planning tailored
to an individual’s needs. At least, that is
what our clients tell us.

A wealth of advice to secure all that you value
FINANCIAL PLANNING • INVESTMENT CONSULTING • TAX ADVISORY
t: +44(0)1224 625111 • advice@aabwealth.uk • www.aabwealth.uk
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North Sea safety champions
SAFETY champions of the North Sea have been
recognised at the 2018 Offshore Safety Awards
in Aberdeen.
The annual awards ceremony, jointly organised
by Oil & Gas UK and Step Change in Safety and
sponsored by TOTAL, celebrate the individuals
and companies going above and beyond to
improve safety across offshore operations on the
UK Continental Shelf.

OSA Winners (L-R) Marcin Nazaruk, Alan Dickson, Fiona
Fleming, Ian Garden, John Ritchie for Conoco Phillips,
William Davidson, James Ellerton

The event’s interactive format saw attendees
vote for the winner in each category after hearing
pitches from each of the finalists.

HOW BUSINESS GATEWAY CAN HELP

you develop your business

McLeod+Aitken sign up
with Jasmine to beat
heartbreak forever

Business Gateway may be known for
start-ups but you’d be surprised at what
we can offer growing businesses:

AN INTERNATIONAL construction cost consultancy with
an Aberdeen head office has joined forces with a Northeast communications company to support a national
charity’s work to end heart disease.

Business Gateway really
helped us refine our
growth strategy

We can help with

The firm, which was established in 1954, is the first to sign
up to Jasmine’s new initiative which will see the company
donate five percent of any new client’s office printing spend
on a ‘cost per print’ basis to the charity.

Would you like a second opinion on your
business plan from one of our
experienced, impartial Business Advisers;
access specialist business support on a
wide range of issues; draw on the wealth
of market data from our Information
Service or be signposted towards sources
of funding and key contacts for onward
referral and business development?

It’s hoped Jasmine’s new partnership with BHF Scotland will
raise significant funds for the charity, which is the largest
independent funder of cardiovascular research in the UK.

Business Gateway Aberdeen is here to
help.

• One to one advice

McLeod+Aitken has signed up to Jasmine Limited’s
documents solutions service which supports British Heart
Foundation Scotland’s (BHF Scotland) work to tackle heart
and circulatory diseases.

David Archer, Sephra Europe

• Specialist workshops for Sales, IT,
Marketing, HR and more
• Developing a Strategy

• Routes to Finance

Free car parking trial for Aberdeen city centre
PARKING is to be made free after 5pm in parts of
Aberdeen city centre for a trial period. The City Growth and
Resources Committee has agreed to support the ‘Alive@5’
scheme, which was backed by the operational services
delivery committee last month.
From October 1 for six months, charges at four multi-storey
car parks – Denburn, Chapel Street, Frederick Street, and
West North Street – will apply only from 8am to 5pm,
Monday to Saturday. Charges will also be waived for the last
hour, Saturdays only, at the Marischal College off-street car,
which shuts at 6pm. All other tariffs will remain the same.
Currently charges on Sundays apply only from 1pm-5pm.
Alive@5 aims to improve the economic vibrancy of the
city centre by encouraging people to spend more time in
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the area in the evenings. Officers will monitor the scheme’s
impact and report back to council.
Aberdeen City Council co-Leader and committee convener
councillor Douglas Lumsden said: “Our city centre has a
fantastic leisure offer in the evening in the form of events,
places to eat and shopping. Alive@5 has the potential
to add to the city centre’s buzz and boost trade. In
regenerating the city centre, the council is listening to and
working with partners, and is always ready to explore bold
new initiatives like Alive@5. We await the results of the trial
with interest.”

Utilise the wealth of resources available to grow your business.
Visit bgateway.com/aberdeen or call 01224 968174

In March the council approved a budget of £80,000 for
Alive@5 scheme to offset the projected reduction in
income from parking.
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October

218
courses

9 Tue
1 day

Essential Supervisory Skills
Bridge the gap between doing and supervising

30 Tue
1/2 day

Understanding the Oil and Gas Industry
Gain and understanding of the basics of oil and gas
production and processing

November

run by the Chamber

Covering

55

different
subjects
Attended by

1,250

delegates

13 Tue
1 day

GDPR Marketing Impact
Learn what you can do

13 Tue
1 day

Presentation Skills
Deliver a dynamic and motivational presentation confidently

14 Wed
1 day

Essential Supervisory Skills
Bridge the gap between doing and supervising

14-15
2 days

Advanced Management Skills
Grow as a manager and improve the performance of your
team

15 Tue
1 day

Communication and Interpersonal Skills
Develop communication techniques to positively influence

15 Tue
1/2 day

Inward and Outward Processing
Understand the methods of claiming relief from customs duties

19 Mon
1 day

Performance Management
Get it right for the bottom line or service delivery

20 Tue
1 day

Sales and Account Management
Develop a structured approach to selling in a business to
business environment

1 Thu
1 day

Motivation and Delegation
Create a motivational environment and use effective delegation

2 Wed
1/2 day

Social Media – Advanced
Learn how to integrate social media into a digital
communications plan

6 Tue
1 day

Letters of credit – methods of payment
Ensure your letter of credit is not rejected and compare payment
methods

6 Tue
1 day

Business Development Accelerator
Develop a powerful sales structure that improves your results

7 Wed
1 day

Train the Trainer
Feel confident whilst developing and presenting different
types of training

21 Wed
1 day

Boost your Sales Success
Maximise your sales success to attract new business and open
new doors

7 Wed
1 day

Improve your Professional Confidence
Promote a positive and confident self-image in a
professional manner

21 Wed
1 day

Time Management
Identify time wasting activities and manage time more
effectively

8 Thu
1 day

Supervisors Next Steps
Improve techniques and add new areas of awareness and
understanding

22 Thu
1 day

Report Writing
Produce clear, concise and effective reports that achieve
objectives

8 Thu
1 day

Assertiveness at Work
Clearly communicate your point of view without causing conflict

27 Tue
1 day

Finance – the Basics
Develop a broad understanding of business finance

13 Tue
1 day

Building Effective Teams
Learn what makes a great team and how to build one

27 Tue
1 day

Export Documentation Explained
Understand what is involved and save time and money

For more information
Susan Staniforth,
training team leader
T 01224 343917 E training@agcc.co.uk
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November

1

Learn to motivate and delegate

We are currently planning our 2019 portfolio of dates, if you have any
suggestions on what we should include to refresh our offering or want
to become part of the training delivery team, drop a note with your
suggestions to training@agcc.co.uk
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David Phillips,

operations director, First Aberdeen

The KPMG Alumni Event saw over
70 guests come together to share
business insights and raise funds for
The National Autistic Society Scotland.

The Chamber’s August Business
Breakfast explored digital
transformation in the oil and gas sector.

What does your company do that
others don’t?
It is a really exciting time for the business
when you see how our company is
really embracing technology. We are
at the forefront of innovation in our
industry and were the first operator in
the UK to roll out contactless payments
on our buses. The application of this
coupled with our new Ticketer machines
and mTicketing app is already making
real improvements to our customers
experiences with over 70% of customers
now using cashless methods. As an
operator, we are doing everything within
our power to speed up journeys, make
public transport accessible and more
attractive to everyone in the city.

What are the most pressing
challenges that your industry
sector faces today and why?
Aberdeen has been earmarked as
one of the next cities to implement
a low emissions zone, which we see
bus operators as having a huge role
to play. Air quality concerns in the city
is at the forefront of our minds and I
genuinely believe that the bus can play
a significant role in this. For example,
it is no secret that cars are actually the
number one culprit of pollution in the
city. To help ease congestion on our
streets and improve air quality, one full
bus takes 75 cars off of the road, so
policies that encourage modal shift to
bus from the car is one that requires the
help and support of partners such as
Aberdeen City Council to achieve this.
YOUR CHANCE TO JOIN AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB OF CORPORATE SPONSORS AND DEMONSTRATE YOUR SUPPORT OF A UNIQUE CULTURAL OFFERING FOR THE NORTH-EAST

For more information, please contact:
Debbie Mackenzie, Corporate Sponsor & Donor Campaign Manager,
Aberdeen Performing Arts
T 01224 337648 M 07825 231955
E debbie.mackenzie@aberdeenperformingarts.com
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What is the hardest lesson you
have learned in your career to
date?
I have had to learn the hard way that
sometimes you have to go through
difficult times in order to grow and be
more effective in your job. We have
just gone through a very challenging
time with the recent industrial action
dispute with our Unite colleagues. It was
a very trying time for me personally
as the leader within the business but
I genuinely believe we have come
out of the other end stronger for that
experience and the business is now on
a stable footing to build upon in the
future.

What is the most valuable piece
of business advice you have ever
received?
Develop your team to be working a
level above. You achieve far much more
through others than alone. To be a part
of such a huge operation and have the
public depending on you for a service,
we rely on a lot of team work and a lot
of high quality staff who go above and
beyond for our customers each and
every day.

What’s been your proudest career
achievement to date and why?
My promotion to managing director of
the Aberdeen business in 2015 and the
chance to lead our historic Aberdeen
operating company was one of my
proudest moments. Aberdeen is the
spiritual home of First Group and to lead
the operating company from the King
Street base was a dream come true. I
started in the business via our graduate
programme, so to work my way right up
through the ranks and to that position is
something I take huge pride in.

Quick
fire
round
What was your first job?

I had a paper round like most young
lads of my generation but my first
official venture into the world of work
was actually my graduate role with
First Group in Leeds.

When would you like to retire?
Whenever Mrs P says I can! 60 I hope.

What did you have for breakfast?
Nothing exciting - bran flakes and
apple juice.

Who, or what, inspires you?
The team I work with.

What’s the last book you read /
film you saw?
Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince.
My son still loves stories at bedtime
and I don’t mind reading them. In fact,
I often read a few more pages even
when I know he’s asleep!!
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Building
a business

The business
of gift giving

by Martin Gilbert,

co-CEO of Standard Life Aberdeen

by Mary Bruce,

director,
Craigdon Mountain Sports
(Inverurie/Aberdeen)

THE 10-year anniversary of the
global financial crisis (GFC)
provides another reminder that
there are numerous examples of
companies failing to serve the
interests of the people on whom
their long-term business success
relied.
Reports written in GFC aftermath
pointed to mistakes made by boards
whose members became seemingly
disconnected from those around
them, whether employees, investors or
customers. These past mistakes teach
us all lessons and help define inclusive
capitalism.
For me, inclusive capitalism is about
recognising responsibilities beyond
pure profit. Businesses must act in the
best interests of shareholders, clients,
employees and wider stakeholders,
for example by helping suppliers to
build long-term value. A business
will only prosper in the long run if it
delivers value to the society in which it
operates; it will fail if it exploits others
simply to extract short-term profits.
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For me there are three pillars upon
which to build a business:
1) W
 e must respect the trust placed
in us by clients and customers.
From Standard Life Aberdeen’s
perspective, we need to be aware
of this at all times but particularly
when identifying and engaging with
the companies in which we invest.
We need to be able to trust these
companies to respect our interests
and those of our underlying
customers.
2) C
 ompanies must recognise the
need to work with the groups,
people and suppliers to which its
business is linked. This can mean
helping to shape public policy so it
reflects the interests of suppliers,
shareholders and customers. It
also means giving back to the
communities in which we operate,
whether through charitable giving
or volunteering.
3) W
 e must look after our people.
Too many companies treat their
workforce as a single entity.

They should not. A workforce
is composed of individuals with
hopes and aspirations. We have a
duty to help our people meet their
goals by treating and rewarding
them fairly. We simply cannot meet
our responsibilities to customers
and shareholders if our own people
are not appropriately motivated.
Inclusive capitalism is the culture we
need to promote across the corporate
world. We need to consign the flawed
culture that contributed to the GFC.
Capitalism isn’t solely about profit,
it’s about improving society through
responsible, public-spirited wealth
creation.
As legendary investor Sir John
Templeton once said: “The market
economy depends for its survival on
the personal integrity of those acting
within it. People who don’t act with
integrity are also punished by the
mechanism of the market.”

A WELL considered business
gift can be a great way to
celebrate success, a milestone
anniversary or just to cap off the
year and reaffirm how much you
value your employees and/or
stakeholders.
Craigdon Mountain Sports
(Inverurie and Aberdeen) is a local
independent outdoor clothing and
equipment retailer. Interestingly we
have maintained a steady stream of
enquiries from local businesses looking
for quality branded jackets, soft shells,
fleece etc for business gifts despite
the ups and downs in the local and
wider economy. Even in tough times it
seems that the right business gift can
make good business sense offering a
cost effective means of relationship
building, subtle advertising and
potentially allowable tax deductions.

The treatment of business gifts for
taxation purposes is complex, and
the advice of a professional should
be sought to ensure compliance with
HMRC regulations. As a general rule,
gifts to employees are deductible in
the company accounts and VAT can
be reclaimed on the cost of a gift
to an employee. The addition of an
embroidered or printed company logo
or a tax tab label to a garment should
ensure that employees do not need to
pay tax on clothing issued to them free
of charge.
For groups other than employees,
business gifts are generally treated
as entertaining when given away in
appreciation or goodwill and therefore
not tax deductible but there are some
exceptions to this. For non-employees
gifts are likely to be deductible from
taxable profits if they are not food,
drink, tobacco or alcohol and they
carry a conspicuous advertisement
and the value does not exceed £50 a
year to the same person.

Embroidery or printing of company
branding on the right gift, ie.
something recipients will want to
wear or use and which reflects your
brand at its best, can bring the added
benefits of exposure and valuable free
advertising. More and more we are
finding that our business customers
are going beyond the standard
pantone and logo based embroidery
or printing and using customisation to
stand out from the crowd, advertise
achievements and website URL’s.
As the festive season approaches
why not round off the year with some
business savvy generosity!
Visit www.themountainedge.com to
find further information and contact
details for Craigdon Mountain Sports
(Inverurie and Aberdeen) business
gifts service.
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Rural tourism focus at
Fyvie event

Top Tweets
A month in social media
Jo Robinson

@frauothemearns

Fantastic to welcome @goldiex1 and
@SkyscannerGrwth to #TheBarn
#Banchory today to hear all about
#ScotlandIsNow and what it means
to be a young Scottish tech business!
#wellconnected

The only
thing that
is certain is
uncertainty

INTERNATIONAL UPDATE
OCTOBER 2018

by John Sawyer,

account manager for
the British Chambers of
Commerce partnership with
foreign exchange specialists
Moneycorp

HIGHLIGHTING the importance of the rural tourism
economy was the focus of a seminar organised by
VisitScotland and attended by around 70 representatives
from businesses in the east of Aberdeenshire.
The imposing 800-year-old fortress of Fyvie Castle was
the backdrop to the agri-tourism event, at which delegates
had the opportunity to hear from speakers about current
industry trends and network with tourism businesses locally.

Marischal Square, Aberdeen
@MarischalSq

Great turn out at today’s
@chambertalk. @AberdeenCC
and @SMilneHomes talking
the innovations taking place at
Countesswells and Marischal Square

In Aberdeenshire, 65% of the population is based rurally –
which highlights the wealth of opportunity that exists to
continue to build, expand and be entrepreneurial with rural
links, to continue to attract visitors to our part of Scotland.
Nationally, the value of domestic visitor spend in rural areas
amounts to £633m and equates to 2.6m domestic trips.
Chris Greenwood, VisitScotland’s senior tourism insights
manager, spoke to delegates about agricultural and
rural tourism insights and the impacts and benefits
for Aberdeenshire; and Chris Foy, chief executive at
VisitAberdeenshire presented the new destination strategy
for Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire, detailing how they hope
to grow visitor spend to £1bn per year by 2023.
A new plan to develop food and drink tourism in Scotland –
aiming to deliver an additional £1bn to Scotland’s economy
by 2030 – was recently launched by Nicola Sturgeon. At the
event, Peter Cook, director of food, drink and agriculture at
Opportunity North East, updated those attending about
Opportunity North East’s work within that sector.
Chris Foy, VisitAberdeenshire chief executive, said: “The
event reflected the importance of rural tourism for the
North-east which is a significant priority set within the
destination strategy for the next five years.
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IMPORTING and exporting
of goods and services means
businesses have receipts in,
or payments out, of foreign
currency. The need to buy and
sell that money has always
needed planning and caused
headaches but never more so
than recent years with Brexit and
current world factors causing
increased uncertainty and
therefore extra movement in
rates.
In the 12 months from August 2017-18
the GBP/USD exchange rate moved
between 1.2700 and 1.4300, a 12%
movement.

Jeff Burns
@5DmagicJeff

Guest speaker at @chambertalk
on Maximising your Membership!
#magic & #networking Simples!
Can already hear the audience
building up in the next room

Join the
conversation
@chambertalk

For companies trading internationally,
fluctuating exchange rates can be so
difficult to manage and hard to budget
for. If the markets move heavily against
you it can erode or even eliminate
profits and in a time of tighter margins
and increasing raw material costs it
is ever more important to protect
yourself from exchange rate risk and
make savings wherever possible.

Planning is the first step to managing
your foreign exchange risk. Agreeing
on a budgeted exchange rate for
the year will guide your transactions.
Your budgeted rate should take into
account the volume and timing of
your expected transactions as well as
being a realistic assumption of current
and future rates. It can help to define
this rate by analysing past trends.
Planning ahead will help protect your
business from foreign exchange risk
and even enable you to benefit from
any exchange rate movements which
are in your favour. This could make a
huge difference to your profit and loss
bottom line.
Nobody can pretend to know where
rates are going – all the best analysis in
the world cannot account for natural
disasters, wars, the death of a political
leader or the sudden turnaround in
sentiment that often sparks a market
to panic and can lead to the crash of a
currency or commodity market.

Using spot and forward buying or
selling you can cover foreign exchange
exposure as it is identified, so as not
to leave yourself hoping that rates
happen to go your way, nervously
watching movements week by week
until the day of need actually arrives.
If you have bought goods or services
based on the rate seen today, or if
you have won a contract in another
country that means you will receive
payment in a few months’ time, don’t
leave the exchange deal open to
chance or luck. Negate the risk today
by dealing out to the forward date. You
can then get on with your business
knowing that your exposure is covered
and taken care of.
Having access to a currency dealer
to help you monitor the markets can
enable you to make more timely
decisions on when to buy/sell.

What you can do with careful
preparation and the use of market
guidance is negate your risk as and
when it becomes apparent.
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October
2 Tue
8.30am-11am

2 Tue
11.45am-2pm

3 Wed
7am-9am

4 Thu

Get to grips with the changing
economic landscape

8.30am-2pm

10 Wed
8.30am-10am

8

Principal sponsor:

Find out who
took home the
gongs in the 2018
Winner’s Review - out soon

11 Thu
7am-9am

15

November

Be Inspired – Hear from those who have
embraced the circular economy FREE
Discover how companies have found value from
waste and made an impact with their innovative
initiatives at this interactive event

City Connections
Enjoy a two-course lunch at the Chester Hotel and
boost your contacts by networking your way round
the table

The Sky Scenario: A pathway to Paris FREE
Jeremy Bentham, vice president global business
environment and head of Shell Scenarios speaks
at this breakfast event to share Shell’s latest plan
to tackle global warming and allow a new energy
system to emerge by 2070

Unlocking oil and gas opportunities in Africa
This dynamic half day conference will uncover
the vast array of opportunities and the realities of
doing business in Africa

15 Thu
8am-4.30pm

Annual Employment Law Conference 2018
Equal pay to TUPE - your essential employment law
update is waiting for you at this year’s conference

21 Wed
11.45am-2pm

Extracting opportunities in Norway
Our Nordic neighbours offer a vast range of
opportunities for the energy sector – could Norway be
home to your next business break?

22 Thu
7am-9am

The Autumn Budget: The morning after
What impacts will the Chancellor’s Autum Budget
make to our region and your business? EY have the
answers at this Business Breakfast

22 Thu
8am-10am

Speed Networking
Rise bright and early with this morning Speed
Networking session. Start off your day with a boost to
your contacts and leave energised, ready to take on
the rest of the working day

23 Fri
11.45am-2pm

Maximise Your Membership FREE
Find out how to get the most from Chamber
membership and network with other members at
this event

Business Togetherness NON MEMBERS ONLY
Whatever your business challenges, Chamber
membership uncovers access to a network that has
a wealth of expertise and support to share. Discover
more at this event
The Economy Business Breakfast
Our popular Economy Business Breakfast returns
and aims to help you make sense of this swiftly
changing economic landscape

31 Wed

The business of CSR
8.30am-10.30am Hear from our panel who will discuss the current
opportunities and challenges for organisations
seeking to improve their CSR activity

The
conference

Find out more at
www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

PASSENGER

CHECK IN

ARRIVAL TIME

9.00am
DEPARTURE TIME

5.00pm

AB
DN

VisitAberdeenshire

AB
DN

VisitAberdeenshire

A.Bdn

Save the date for the return of VisitAberdeenshire Tourism
MAR 20
9.00am
Conference 2019. Book your
place
at this sell out, full day conference
VisitAberdeenshire
to gain your insight into key movements and the future of our
Tourism Conference
budding tourism industry.Princpal sponsor
2019
CHECK IN

MAR 20

Start your day off right with
Speed Networking

Get your business up to speed
and keep up with diversifying
consumer trends.

Tourism Conference 2019

Tourism Conference 2019

22

December 6, 2018

SAVE THE DATE
SAVE THE DATE

Caspar Glynn returns to the Annual
Employment Law Conference

TIME

DESTINATION

Check in

March 20, 2019
Destination

Aberdeen

For the full listings visit www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

Thanks to our sponsors
CIRCULAR
NORTH-EAST

twitter.com/print_signage

instagram.com/compass_print/

Follow us on Twitter & Instagram
Print

Signage

Exhibitions & display

Promotional gifts

Sponsored by I 01224 875987 I e: info@compassprint.co.uk
www.compassprint.co.uk
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Jocelyn Reid

Lewis Brown

Mark Fraser

Kayleigh Paterson

Stuart MacGregor

Paula Murphy

Calum Martin

Mark Cullens

Jocelyn Reid has recently
joined the Copthorne Hotel
Aberdeen as the business
development manager. Prior
to this, Jocelyn has worked
for Hilton in both Aberdeen
and Aviemore. She has a
strong background in sales
and meetings and events.

FPSO and marine vessel
specialists, Marine Technical
Limits (MTL), has appointed
Lewis Brown as a naval
architect. His appointment
will enable MTL to enhance
its capabilities within the
specialist FPSO inspection,
repair and equipment
market and to expand its
suite of marine warranty
surveying services.

Aberdeen’s Nucore Group
has appointed Mark Fraser
as chief financial officer.
A certified accountant, he
held senior leadership roles
across the North Sea, Africa
and North America before
establishing his own advisory
business in 2013, providing
board level strategic and
financial support within the
SME sector.

Kayleigh Paterson has
joined the Gathimba
Edwards Foundation
as charity development
executive. The foundation
has six staff in Kenya but
Kayleigh’s full-time role is
the first Aberdeen based
staff position. She will assist
with the development and
coordination of funding and
growth of the charity.

Stewart Milne Group has
appointed Stuart MacGregor
as chief operating officer
to strengthen the senior
management team as it
gears up for a new period of
growth. The former group
finance director will have
responsibility for overseeing
ambitious growth plans
across all business
operations.

Paula Murphy has been
appointed to the new role
of chief marketing and
communications officer of
Wood. Paula joined Wood
from Arcadis where she was
global head of marketing
and communications.

Calum Martin has joined
Katoni Engineering as its
lead electrical engineer.
Calum joins from Total and
his move signals another
key appointment in the
growth plans of Katoni as
a multi-discipline oil and
gas engineering services
business.

OPITO has appointed
Mark Cullens to the
new role of director of
strategic development. He
who joins from Petrofac
Training Services where he
was director of business
development eastern
hemisphere and will support
OPITO as it extends its skills
and workforce development
remit internationally.

Lee Carle

Ross Watt

Kenny Graham

Steven Hill

Simon Lucas

Susan Henretty

Lee Carle has joined the
Atholl Hotel as assistant
manager. An experienced
industry professional,
he previously held a
management role at the
Marcliffe Hotel for 12 years
and during his career has
also spent spells at the
Copthorne and Marriot
hotels.

Ross Watt has been
appointed managing
director Newton North
Scotland following a
restructure of Newton
Property Management. He
joined the company in 2016
when his business, Watt and
Co Property Management,
merged with Newton. Based
in Aberdeen, he will manage
the Newton team across
both the Aberdeen and
Inverness offices.

Pete Jones, Bruce Webb, Andrea Guerra and
David Hemmings

Phil Anderson Financial
Services has continued
its growth plans with the
appointment of Kenny
Graham as a mortgage and
protection advisor. He joins
the firm as it progresses with
its growth strategy. His focus
will be on providing services
to new and existing clients.

BIG Partnership has
appointed Steven Hill to the
new role of creative director.
Steven has developed
strategies for leading brands
including Highland Spring,
Tennent’s, the Famous
Grouse and Royal Bank
of Scotland. He has also
led public sector creative
campaigns for the NHS and
Scottish Government.

Zenith Energy has appointed
Simon Lucas as well
engineering manager. Simon
has worked alongside Zenith
management team Martin
Booth and Chris Collie
previously, successfully
managing several
multi-client, multi rig well
programmes in the UKCS
and internationally.

Blackadders LLP has
strengthened its Aberdeen
team by appointing Susan
Henretty as a solicitor in
the rural land and business
team. Susan completed her
traineeship with Blackadders
working in their Dundee
office. She advises clients
on a range of rural matters
including the sale and
purchase of land, agricultural
tenancies and security work.

Pete Jones has joined Neptune Energy Group Holdings
Limited as UK managing director. He was previously
managing director of Taqa Europe. Bruce Webb has taken
up the global position of vice president, operations; having
most recently worked with DNO, where he was chief
operating officer, based in Dubai. Andrea Guerra has joined
Neptune as vice president, corporate, reservoir engineering;
and David Hemmings has been appointed vice president
business development. He joined Neptune from Rothschild
& Co where he was managing director in the energy and
power team with a focus on the oil and gas sector.

01224 327 000

Recruitment Challenges Solved
RECRUITMENT RECRUITMENT
EXECUTIVE SELECTION
EXECUTIVE SELECTION
48.

thorpemolloy.com

PSYCHOMETRIC ASSESSMENT

SAL ARY BENCHMARKING

MARKET MAPPING
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NEW MEMBERS
OCTOBER 2018

Welcome to the Chamber
3Point Procurement Limited
Procurement company
T 01224 984127
E Kelly.McGregor@3Point-Procurement.com
W www.3point-procurement.com
C Kelly McGregor, operations manager
Barry Mitchell, managing director
_

Manatial Ltd.
Business consultancy - advice on strategy, growth and
M&A
T 07764 449054
E mike.brown55@outlook.com
C Mike Brown, managing director
_

Garioch Sports Centre
Community sports and leisure facility

Portakabin Scotland
Portakabin is an industry-leading modular and offsite
construction specialist operating across seven European
countries

T 01467 626141
E Info@garioopchsports.co.uk
W www.gariochsports.co.uk
C Kevin Bonarius, co-general manager
_

T 01224 782879
E jay.gallagher@portakabin.com
W www.portakabin.co.uk
C Jay Gallagher, hire centre manager

Intro Creative
Design, print, signage and media
T 01224 722224
E matt@introcreative.co.uk
W www.introcreative.co.uk
C Matt Smith, creative director

To see the full member directory visit www.agcc.co.uk/directory
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Book before October 15 for the early bird rate.

Delivering unique value for money, the
conference equips delegates with the
essential information, know-how and skills
to deal with the demands of employment law
Topics this
and personnel management in an enjoyable
year include
way. Caspar Glynn returns for the second
TUPE, equal pay,
year running.
contract law
and more

Date:
Time:
Venue:		
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Thursday November 15, 2018
8am - 4.30pm
The Marcliffe Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen
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